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Abstract

In a coupled vibro-acoustic analysis, the structural finite element model and acoustic finite or
boundary element model must be solved simultaneously. This results in a very large, non-
symmetrical coupled model, which requires a computationally expensive solving procedure.
To reduce the size of a coupled model, a wave based modelling technique has been developed.
Instead of dividing the structural and acoustic domain into small elements and solving the
dynamic equations within each element using simple approximating shape functions, the
entire structural and acoustic domain are described by wave functions, which are exact
solutions of the structural and acoustic homogeneous wave equation. To these wave functions,
particular solutions of the inhomogeneous wave equations are added, so that the governing
dynamic equations are exactly satisfied. The contributions of the wave functions to the
coupled vibro-acoustic response are determined by applying the boundary conditions in a
weighted residual formulation. In this paper, the method is applied to the two-dimensional
cases of an acoustic cavity, of which the whole boundary surface consists of a force excited
cylindrical shell structure, as well as a cavity, of which only a part of the boundary surface
consists of a force excited cylindrical shell section.

1. Introduction

When all structural and acoustic subsystems are finite in extent, the most appropriate
prediction method for steady-state analysis is a finite element discretization of the structural
and acoustic subsystems. In the finite element method, the continuous domain in which the
dynamic variables are governed by the dynamic equations and boundary conditions, is
discretized into a number of finite elements (mesh). Within each element, the dynamic
variables are expressed as a combination of the prescribed shape functions of each node of the
considered element, weighted by the corresponding nodal values. As the nodal shape



functions are not exact solutions of the dynamic wave equations, the finite element results
yield only an approximation of the desired solution. As the shape functions are usually simple
low order polynomial functions, the continuous domain must be split into a large number of
elements to get an accurate representation of the spatial variation of the dynamic response.
This results in a large model size, which requires a large amount of computational resources
for building and solving the model. Since the structural and acoustic wavelengths decrease
with frequency, the spatial variation of the dynamic response increases so that the mesh
density and subsequent computational effort required for a given accuracy increases with
frequency. Due to this increased computational effort, the application region of the finite
element method is practically limited up to a certain frequency threshold. For coupled vibro-
acoustic problems, this threshold is substantially lower compared to uncoupled structural or
acoustic problems. On one hand, the coupled model size is substantially larger as the
structural and acoustic problem must be solved simultaneously. On the other hand, the most
commonly used coupled formulation - an Eulerian formulation*, in which the fluid is
described by the pressure while the structural components are described by a displacement
vector - results in a non-symmetrical model, which requires a substantially larger
computational effort, compared to a symmetrical uncoupled structural or acoustic model.
The aim of the wave based prediction technique is to obtain the same accuracy as the finite
element method with a substantially smaller coupled vibro-acoustic model so that the practical
frequency threshold of the method can be raised significantly. The principle of the wave
method is to express the dynamic variables as a combination of plane structural and acoustic
waves, which exactly satisfy the homogeneous wave equations. To these wave functions,
particular solutions of the inhomogeneous wave equations are added, so that the governing
dynamic equations are exactly satisfied. The contributions of the wave functions to the
coupled vibro-acoustic response are determined by applying the boundary conditions in a
weighted residual formulation. In this way, there will be only an approximation error on the
vibro-acoustic response, if the boundary conditions are not exactly satisfied. As a result, a
substantially smaller number of wave functions is required for a certain accuracy, compared to
the number of finite element shape functions, which are no exact solutions.
A detailed discussion of the wave based prediction method is given elsewhere2’3’4.In this
paper, the method is applied to vibro-acoustic systems with cylindrical shell components and
a comparison with the finite element method is given for two numerical examples.

2. Wave model

2.1. Dynamic equations of a thin cylindrical shell
Consider an infinitesimal section of a thin cylindrical shell with radius a and thickness h, as
shown on Fig. 1. It is assumed that there is no axial displacement, so that the shell

displacements may be expressed in a two-dimensional co-ordinate system (q,z) fixed at the

shell middle surface. The radial and circumferential displacements of the shell middle surface
are denoted by w and v, respectively. According to Love’s cylindrical shell theory5, the in
plane circumferential strains &qand normal stresses 69 are defined as

(1,2)



where E is the modulus of elasticity and v is the
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Fig. 1: infinitesimal cylindrical shell section

The displacement components v and w due to an
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where p is the shell density and ““denotes the second time derivative.

To get the steady-state dynamic response, a harmonic time variation eJ@t at frequency m is
assumed. Addition of the first derivative of Eq, (6) to Eq. (7) with the use of expressions (3)
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Substitution of Eq. (10) in Eq. (9) yields the sixth order dynamic equation
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The latter equation indicates the existence of six homogeneous (i.e. p = O) waves M = e-Jks9,

whose wavenumbers k, (s= 1..6) are the solutions of the characteristic equation
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Consequently, the general homogeneous solution may be expressed as
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2.2. Formulation of the coupled problem
Consider a finite acoustic domain with boundary surface ra containing a cylindrical shell

section rs (rs g r~ ) (see Fig. 2). The shell section has a radius a, an arc length a~ and its

centre point is located at (X,,,y(,).A mechanical point force F is applied normal to the shell
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Fig. 2: vibro-acoustic system with cylindrical shell section

section at the angular position
(p=(p~. The steady-state

acoustic pressure p at any
point i-(x, y) of an inviscid,

homogeneous fluid is governed
by the Helmholtz wave
equation

V2p(t)+k2p(i) =0, (16)

with k being the acoustic

wavenumber (k=o.Ye), co the

circular frequency of the
applied force and c the speed
of sound in the fluid.

The steady-state bending
moment M of the shell is

governed by the dynamic equation (1 1), in which the excitation function p.a is extended with
a force excitation term, ((p ● [O,@])

p(l’-,).a+F.8(q-q1) = p(xo +a.cos(qo –q),yo +a.sin(qo –q)).a+F.6(q–ql) . (17)

All other dynamic quantities (v, w, dw/dq, N, Q) in the shell section result from the back-

substitution of the obtained solution M(q) in Eqs. (3- 10).

Since the normal fluid displacement equals the radial shell displacement at the fluid-structure
interface, the pressure field must satisfy the boundary condition

Vp(i).ii,(t)= pfW2W(~), i E rs, (18)

where p~ is the fluid density and ii~ is the unit normal vector of the shell, directed outwards

from the acoustic domain. In order to uniquely define the acoustic response, the boundary
conditions at the remaining part of the acoustic boundary surface must be satisfied,

‘a,b [p(:)]=%(~), ~ c (ra Jr, ). (19)

L., is a differential operator of maximum order 1 and ~a is a prescribed function. Since the

shell dynamic response is governed by a sixth order equation, three boundary conditions must
be satisfied at each edge point of the shell ( q = O and q = @ ).

2.3. Wave representation
The basic idea of the wave based prediction technique is to express the steady-state response
in terms of plane wave functions, extended with particular solutions, so that the governing
equations are exactly satisfied.
For the case of a convex acoustic domain, the pressure field p, governed by the homogeneous
wave equation (16), is expressed as a combination of generalised acoustic wave functions3
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where Lx and LYare the dimensions of the smallest rectangular domain which encloses the
convex acoustic domain (see Fig. 2) and the constants f. and fnare defined as

{

O, if Im(kym) S O

{

O, if Im(kxn) S O
fm = ,fn=

1, if Im(kym) >0 1, if Im(kxn) >0 “
(21)

Since the shell dynamic equation has two inhomogeneous terms (one from the point force
excitation and one from the acoustic pressure loading), the vector of dynamic quantities

{ 1
x,= V,w,dw ‘“—, N, M, Q 1s expressed as a combination of homogeneous solutions, extended

d(p

with two particular solutions,

x~(q) = xs,hom(q)+x~,pafil(q)+xs,paflz(q), Q ● [o,@].

According to Eq. (13), the homogeneous solution is proposed as
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The particular solutions are based on the dynamic response is

due to a normal point force F applied at angular position q=O,
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of a complete cylindrical shell

7 (pG[o,2n] , (24)

where the six constants As (s= 1,..,6) result from the six boundary conditions
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The response of a complete cylindrical shell (Eq. (24)) due to a point force excitation at 9=9,
is selected as particular solution for the point force excitation on the considered shell section,

XS,PW1(9)= %(mod(q –91,2x)), v G[O,@], (26)

where mod(*,2n) denotes the congruence modulo 2x. The response of a complete cylindrical

shell due to a pressure loading along the section q ● [0,0], which is identical to the pressure
loading occurring in the considered vibro-acoustic system, is selected as particular solution,

Xs, Part2(V) = 7a”P(~~). % (mod(q – ~,2n)). dg, 9 ~ [Q@], (27)
o
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2.4. Solution procedure
The proposed dynamic responses p(x,y) (Eq. (20)) and XS(q) (Eq. (22)) are exact solutions of

the governing dynamic equations, no matter what the values of the unknown wave
contributions AS, Pm, Pn (s = 1,..,6 and m, n = 0,1,.. ) are. The contributions are only determined

by the structural and acoustic boundary conditions. The six structural boundary conditions are
defined at discrete points (three at both edge points of the shell section) and can be used as
such. The acoustic boundary conditions (Eqs. (18) and (19)) are defined at a certain boundary
domain. Therefore, they are transformed into a discrete set of approximating equations by
expressing them in a weighted residual formulation

where

These

where

J“~,.(Vp.iis -pfm2w).dr+ j“Wti.(La,b[pl- Ea).dr = o, (29)
r, r.\ r,

expressions (20) and (22) are used as p and w and ~, and ‘~g are weighting functions.

weighting functions are defined as

‘~z = U.l(V$a.iis)*,‘Wd= a2(La,b[$a])* , (30)

the constant factors et, and U, are such that the integral functions in Eq.(29) have the

dimension of acoustic energy density per unit pressure (* denotes the complex conjugate).
Each acoustic wave function @,(x,y) of the wave expansion in Eq. (20) is used to construct a
set of weighting functions ‘~, and ‘~ti, which are then used in Eq. (29). Solving the resulting



equations, together with the structural boundary equations, for the unknown wave contri-
butions A,, P. and Pn and substituting these contributions into Eqs. (20) and (22), yield the
prediction of the steady-state coupled response.

3. Numerical examples

3.1. jluid-loaded cylindrical shell section

%

Fig. 3: fluid-loaded shell section

Consider the case of a point force excited
cylindrical shell section, backed by an
acoustic cavity, as shown on Fig. 3. The
edges of the shell section are clamped to the
rigid side walls of the cavity. The geometrical

parameters are a = 0.707 m, @ = 7c/2 rad, h =

0.002 m, q,= z/4 rad, Lx = lm, L, = a. The
shell is made of aluminium (E = 70e+9 N/mz,

v = 0.3 and p = 2790 kg/m3) and the cavity is

filled with air (c= 340 m/s, p,= 1.225 kg/m3).
Due to the clamping of the shell, the six
structural boundary conditions are

dw(0) dw(@) = o
w(o) =V(o) = — =

dq
w(m) =V(o) =

dq “
(31)

Since three cavity side walls are rigid, the fluid
displacement normal to these walls must be zero, so~,~ti!v- .8”l~~fl~in. “U?ifti,.

~r”
‘T’nntp,.“ ~~,sl that La,, = Vp. ii and E, = O in the acoustic boundary,./O\++’* 4+,.> G. condition (19).

Based on these boundary conditions, a wave model

Fig. 4a : shell displacement at 230 Hz
with 60 unknowns was constructed (6 structural and 54
(m=O,l ,..., 14;n=0, 1,..., 11) acoustic wave contributions).

Figure 4a shows the resulting instantaneous shell displacement at 230 Hz. On figure 4b the
radial shell displacement (solid line) at this frequency is plotted against the fluid displacement
normal to the coupling interface (cross marks). Figure 4C shows the contour plot of the

instantaneous cavity pressure. These figures
-6

+Xlo clearly indicate that the small wave model is
able to very accurately represent all structural

1 and acoustic boundary conditions. Since the
dynamic equations are always exactly

g 9 satisfied, it may be concluded that the wave
3 0 model enables a very accurate prediction of

the dynamic response.

-1
In addition, two finite element models of this
vibro-acoustic system were built. The first
model consists of 20 linear shell and 200

Fig. 4b: normal displacement continuity linear fluid elements with a total of 288
unconstrained degrees of freedom. The
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Fig. 4C : contour plot of instantaneous cavity pressure at 230 Hz

second model consists
of 60 linear shell and
1800 linear fluid
elements with a total of
2068 unconstrained de-
grees of freedom. The
resulting radial displace-
ment amplitudes at the
excitation point and the
acoustic pressure ampli-
tudes at (x,y)=(0.5,0.4)
due to a unit force F are
shown on Figs. 5a and
5b, respectively. The
thick solid lines repre-
sent the wave model

results, while the results from the large finite element model are drawn in thin solid lines and
those from the small finite element model in dotted lines. These figures clearly illustrate the
effect of the mesh density on the accuracy. As mentioned in the introduction, the mesh density
must be large enough to represent the spatial variation of the dynamic responses, which
mostly depends on the wavelength. If not, the stiffness of the discretized system is
overestimated, yielding too high resonance frequency predictions. Since the structural and
acoustic wavelengths decrease for increasing frequency, this discretization error increases
with frequency. As a result, a high mesh density is required to obtain a similar accuracy as the
considerably smaller wave model. Note that the accuracy of the finite element predictions
around 257 Hz, 348 Hz and 436 Hz is higher than around the other resonances. This is caused
by the fact that most of the energy at these three resonances is stored in the acoustic cavity,
while at the other resonances most of the energy is stored in the shell section. Since the
acoustic wavelength is substantially larger than the structural wavelength, the discretization
error is smaller for acoustically than for structurally dominated resonances.
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Fig. 5a : FRF of the radial displacement
at the excitation point
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Fig. 5b : FRF of the cavity pressure
at (x,y)=(0.5,0.4)m



3.2. jluid-loaded cylinder
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Fig. 6: fluid-loaded cylinder
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Consider the case of a point force excited
cylinder, which is supported at two
points, as shown on Fig. 6. The cylinder
is made of aluminium and the enclosed
cavity is filled with air. The geometrical
parameters are a = 0.25 m, @ = 47c/3 rad,

h = 0.002 m, ql = 2n/3 rad, LX= 2a, L, =

2a.
Since the wave based prediction method
only can handle boundary conditions, the
cylinder is split into two sections, one

with arc length a@ and one with arc

length ay. In this way, the effects of the

supports on the dynamic response can be
modelled as boundary conditions.
Expression (22) is used for the dynamic
quantities of the excited section; for the
other section, the particular solution for

the point force excitation is omitted in this expression. Since the cylinder is split in two
sections, twelve instead of six structural boundary conditions must be satisfied,

w~(o)=v~(o)= w~(a))=v~(m)= w~(o)=v~(o)= w~(!l?)=v~(’?)=o,

dwl(0) _ dw2(!P) dwl(@) = dw2(0)
, MI(0)= M2(T), MI(cD) = M2(0).

dq–d~’dq d~
(32)

The acoustic boundary conditions are defined by the continuity of the radial shell
displacement and the normal fluid displacement at the coupling interface with both sections.
A wave model with 60 unknowns was constructed (12 structural (6 per section) and 48
(m=O,l,...,l l;n=O,l,..., 11) acoustic wave contributions). The wave model results are compared
with the results from two finite element models. The first model consists of 30 linear shell and
300 linear fluid elements with a total of 394 unconstrained degrees of freedom. The second
model consists of 150 linear shell and 1500 linear fluid elements with a total of 1954
unconstrained degrees of freedom. The resulting radial displacement amplitudes at the
excitation point and the acoustic pressure amplitudes at (x,y)=(0.25,0.4) due to a unit force F
are shown on Figs. 7a and 7b, respectively. The same line types are used as in the previous
numerical example. The same conclusions may be drawn. Due to the discretization error, a
high mesh density is required to obtain a similar accuracy as the considerably smaller wave
model. Again, the finite element results around the acoustically dominated resonances (399
Hz) are more accurate than the results around the structurally dominated ones.

4. Conclusions

In the finite element method, the dynamic variables are expressed in terms of simple, low
order polynomial shape functions, which don’ t satisfy the governing dynamic equations nor
boundary conditions. To obtain accurate results, the approximation error must be kept small
by discretizing the considered continuous domain into a large number of elements, which



results in a large model size and subsequent computational effort. For coupled vibro-acoustic
problems, the model size becomes even larger as the structural and acoustic problem must be
solved simultaneously. Moreover, in a coupled finite element formulation, a non-symmetrical
set of equations must be solved, which requires a substantially larger computational effort,
compared to a symmetrical uncoupled structural or acoustic model.
This paper discusses the use of a wave based prediction technique for the steady-state coupled
response of two-dimensional vibro-acoustic systems with cylindrical shell components. The
structural and acoustic dynamic variables are expressed as a combination of plane structural
and acoustic waves, which are exact solutions of the homogeneous wave equations. Structural
and acoustic particular solutions are added to satisfy the inhomogeneous excitation terms. The
contributions of the waves to the dynamic response are determined by applying the boundary
conditions in a weighted residual formulation. In this way, the accuracy depends only on the
approximation error, induced by the -boundary conditions. In comparison with the finite
element method, very accurate prediction results are obtained from a substantially smaller
wave model, as illustrated for two numerical examples.

Fig. 7a: FRF of the radial displacement
at the excitation point
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Fig. 7b: FRF of the cavity pressure
at (x,y)=(0.25,0.4)m
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